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Disclosures
• The BMJ provides salary support for my services as an editor
• I contribute to the overall strategy and policies and practices
on research articles in The BMJ
• I influence and make decisions on which research to publish
in The BMJ
• Outreach activities such as this one might increase
submissions to The BMJ
• I am co‐editor of the Blogging Stroke, the blog of the Stroke
Journal (AHA)
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Innovations
• Peer Review
• Preprints
• Open access mandates

“Peer review is the critical assessment of
manuscripts submitted to journals by
experts who are usually not part of the
editorial staff.

Source: Research to Action www.researchtoaction.org/reviewing‐peer‐
review/

Because unbiased, independent, critical
assessment is an intrinsic part of all
scholarly work, including scientific
research, peer review is an important
extension of the scientific process.”

International Committee of Medical
Journal Editors (ICMJE)
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“We aim to report the
ideas of others without
guaranteeing them.”
Denis de Sallo

1665
Taken from Rennie, D. Peer Review in Health Sciences. Eds. Godlee and Jefferson. London: BMJ, 1999. 1‐13

“Memoirs sent by correspondence are distributed
according to the subject matter to those members who
are most versed in these matters. The report of their
identity is not know to the author… The sanction which
the Society gives to the work now published under its
auspices, extends only to the novelty, ingenuity or
importance of the several memoirs which it contains.
Responsibility concerning the truth of facts, the
soundness of reasoning, in the accuracy of calculations
is wholly disclaimed: and must rest alone, on the
knowledge, judgement or ability of the authors who
have respectfully furnished such communications.”
1731
Taken from Rennie, D. Peer Review in Health Sciences. Eds. Godlee and Jefferson. London: BMJ, 1999. 1‐13
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Royal Society Committee on
Papers (1752)
“empowered to call on any
other members of the Society
who are knowing and well
skilled in that particular branch
of science that shall happen to
be the subject matter…”

“It is a laborious and difficult method,
involving heavy daily correspondence
and constant vigilance to guard against
personal eccentricity or prejudice or –
the bugbear of journalism‐ unjustifiable
censure. But that method may… be
recommended as one that gives
authoritative accuracy, reality and
trustworthiness to journalism.”
Ernest Hart (Editor of The British Medical Journal) writing
to US medical editors in 1893
Taken from Drummond Rennie, Editorial Peer review:its
development and rationale, 2002

1893
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Polka JK et al. Nature 2018;560:545‐7

20th Century

Technical review vs. editorial selection
Technical review ‐ by experts in the field
Is the work properly done?
Are the claims statistically valid?
Can the conclusions be drawn from the
results shown?

Editorial selection ‐ by editors, with
advice from experts in the field
Is the work interesting and important
to the readers of this journal?
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But…
• “Stand at the top of the
stairs with a pile of papers
and throw them down the
stairs. Those that reach the
bottom are published.”
• “Sort the papers into two
piles: those to be published
and those to be rejected.
Then swap them over.”

• Slow
• Expensive
• Profligate of academic time
• Highly subjective
• Something of a lottery
• Prone to bias
• Easily abused
• Hopeless at spotting error and
fraud
Smith R. J Royal Soc Med 2006;99:178
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Impact of interventions to improve the quality of
peer review of biomedical journals: a systematic
review and meta‐analysis
22 reports of RCTs (only 7 since 2004)
•

Training (n = 5): did not improve review report quality

•

Addition of a statistical reviewer (n = 2): improved the final manuscript

•

Use of a checklist (n = 2): did not improve the manuscript

•

Open peer review ([open identities]; n = 7):
• improved quality of the review report;
• did not affect the time reviewers spent on review;
• decreased the rate of rejection

• Blinded peer review ([peer reviewers blinded to authors’ ID]; n = 6): did not

affect the quality of review or the rejection rate
Bruce R et al. BMC Medicine 2016;14:85
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=$

Unreliable and Inconsistent
• Weak level of agreement between reviewers
• Inconsistent decision making
• Failure to detect major methodological problems
• Does not filter best papers to best journals
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Unreliable and Inconsistent

JGIM
Kappa statistic for inter‐
reviewer agreement on reject
vs. accept/revise was 0.11
Inglefinger FJ. Am J Med 1974;56:686

Kravitz RL et al. PLoS ONE 2010:5(4); e10072.

Peer‐reviewed
papers sometimes
have to be
retracted
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Unaccountability and risk of subversion
• Editors may choose reviewers with outcome in mind
• Reviewers shielded by anonymity may act unethically
• Authors may falsify reviews/stolen identities

BIAS & ABUSE
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Other issues…

Ian Douglas‐Wilson. N Engl J Med 1977;296:877
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Ross‐Hellauer Tet al. PLoS ONE 2017:12:e0189311

Attitudes toward research and scholarly publishing

Scholarly communication is greatly helped by PR of journal
papers
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PR is holding back scientific communication
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PRC peer review survey report Final 2016‐05‐19.pdf
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Did peer review at another journal help improve the article?

PRC peer review survey report Final 2016‐05‐19.pdf

Does peer review…
…improve quality?

93%

74%

…determine originality of the manuscript?

88%

63%

…detect fraud?

81%

41%

…help determine importance of the findings?

59%

…detect plagiarism?

44%

…ensure prior work is acknowledged?
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…select best manuscript for journal?
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“Peer review is like
democracy, which is, to
use Churchill's phrase,
the worst form of
government except for
all those other forms
that have been tried
from time to time.”
Rennie D. JAMA 1993;270:2856‐58.
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Open Peer Review
• Open identities: Authors and reviewers are
aware of each other’s identity

Ross‐Hellauer T. F1000Research 2017, 6:588
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Open Peer Review
• Open reports: Review reports are published
alongside the relevant article

Ross‐Hellauer T. F1000Research 2017, 6:588

Polka JK et al. Nature 2018;560:545‐7
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Godlee F. JAMA 2002;287:2762
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Van Rooyen S et al. BMJ 2010;341:c5729

The BMJ publishes all research with
open access, identifies all reviewers
to authors, and, since early 2015,
publishes a detailed “prepublication
history” that includes reviewers’
signed reports.
This open peer review policy draws
on evidence from two randomised
controlled trials of open peer review,
and on 19 years experience of
mandatory open peer review.
We also have very active
commenting
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Single Blind
Double Blind

OpenIdentities
Identities
Open
Open Reports

Ware Survey

Taylor & Francis Survey
PRC peer review survey report Final 2016‐05‐19.pdf

PRC peer review survey report Final 2016‐05‐19.pdf
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Kowalczuk M & Samarashing M.
https://peerreviewcongress.org/prc17‐
0227

Open Peer Review
• Open participation: The wider community able
to contribute to the review process

Ross‐Hellauer T. F1000Research 2017, 6:588
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Open Peer Review
• Open interaction: Direct reciprocal discussion
between authors and reviewers, or between
reviewers, is encouraged

Ross‐Hellauer T. F1000Research 2017, 6:588

Open Peer Review
• Open final version commenting: Review of
commenting on final “version of record”
publication

Ross‐Hellauer T. F1000Research 2017, 6:588
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Open Peer Review
• Open platforms: Review is do‐coupled from
publisher, facilitated by another entity that is
independent from the publisher

Ross‐Hellauer T. F1000Research 2017, 6:588

Open Peer Review
• Open pre‐review manuscripts: Manuscripts are
made immediately available in advance of the
formal peer‐review process

Ross‐Hellauer T. F1000Research 2017, 6:588
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Will X make peer review better, worse of have no effect?
Open identities
Open reports
Open participation
Open interaction
Open final version commenting
Open platform
Open pre‐review manuscripts
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Data from: Ross‐Hellauer Tet al. PLoS ONE 2017:12:e0189311

https://www.ibiology.org/biomedical-workforce/preprints/
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Why are preprints taking off now?
• Funders (NIH, Welcome) favour ‘interim research outputs’
• Funders accepting in grant applications
• NIH provide guidance on how to choose a repository
• Launching own open research platforms
• $$$ injection by CZI into bioRxiv
• Generational change?
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What constitutes a preprint server? Does it matter?
1991

1994

2013

Assign DOIs and take all types of data

Expose some or all of peer review
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Harmful to health?
What do clusters of similar HIV genetic sequences tell us about
HIV risks in Africa?
“…most sex partners are in or close to home, genetic diversity
showed little or no geographic structure in the three studies
that looked at the issue. Evidence from these studies does
not support the common view that sex accounts for most HIV
infections in Africa. Studies did not do what they...”
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Harmful to health?
What do clusters of similar HIV genetic sequences tell us about
HIV risks in Africa?
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Is it research?
Is it plagiarized?
Is it defamatory?
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threat? (Dual‐use
research, vaccine
safety, infectious
disease
transmission,
drug regimens,
toxicity)

Posting and public discussion

Registration

Editorial an medRxiv check
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“…most sex partners are in or close to home, genetic diversity
showed little or no geographic structure in the three studies
that looked at the issue. Evidence from these studies does
not support the common view that sex accounts for most HIV
infections in Africa. Studies did not do what they...”
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reviewed
preprint
medRxiv does
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methods,
assumptions,
conclusions,
scientific quality
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What happens once a preprint is live
Prominent ‘not peer reviewed’ warnings, no press releases
• Moderated comments: peer‐to‐peer network for researchers
• Authors may submit a revised version
• Articles receive a DOI, and are citable with bidirectional
linking between preprints and published versions
• Very rare take‐downs
•
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Publishing work that has previously been a preprint
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http://www.prepubmed.org

Duplicate publication is publication of a paper that overlaps substantially with
one already published, without clear, visible reference to the previous
publication. Prior publication may include release of information in the public
domain.
. does not prevent a journal from considering a complete
This recommendation
report that follows publication of a preliminary report, such as a letter to the
editor, a preprint, or an abstract or poster displayed at a scientific meeting.

Authors who choose to post their work on a preprint server should choose one
that clearly identifies preprints as not peer‐reviewed work and includes
statements of conflicts of interest.
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http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/index.php

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_academic_journals_by_preprint_policy

https://transpose‐publishing.github.io/#/

Journal / Publisher

SHERPA/
ROMEO

Most major publishers

✔

Cell Press

✔

The Lancet

✔

JAMA

✘

NEJM

✘

BMJ Journals

✔
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Integrating preprints and peer review
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Integrating preprints and peer review

Integrating preprints and peer review
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Preprint journal clubs

Recommendation services
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Overlay journals

http://discreteanalysisjournal.com/

Research into preprints
•
•
•
•
•
•

Citation
Changes during peer review
Speed of uptake of findings
Proportion of papers preprinted, and of preprints published
Mainstream media coverage
…?
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Open Access
“Open‐access (OA) literature is digital, online, free
of charge, and free of most copyright and
licensing restrictions. What makes it possible is
the internet and the consent of the author or
copyright‐holder.” Peter Suber.
Two conditions:
1. Free of all restrictions on access (Gratis)
2. Free of many restrictions on use (Libre if 1+2)
http://legacy.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/brief.htm
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Open Access
Ways to provide:
Green: Publish and self archive in repository
where it may be accessed for free (PubMed
Central, Institutional, non‐OA journal). Publisher
may impose delay
Gold: Publish to make it immediately available
(OA and hybrid OA journal)
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“Predatory open access publishing
is an exploitative form of academic
publishing, in which publication
fees is charged to the authors but
the publishing as well as editorial
services related to the journals is
not provided.”

Predatory Journals
https://predatoryjournalsblog.wordpress.com

Shamseer L et al. BMC Medicine 2017;15:28
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https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/open‐access‐at‐uc/open‐access‐policy/
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Thank You
jmerino@bmj.com
jmerino@som.umaryland.edu
@JG_Merino
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“...anyone who reads journals widely and critically is forced to realize
that there are scarcely any bars to eventual publication. There seems to
be no study too fragmented, no hypothesis too trivial, no literature
citation too biased or too egotistical, no design too warped, no
methodology too bungled, no presentation of results too inaccurate, too
obscure, and too contradictory, no analysis too self‐serving, no argument
too circular, no conclusions too trifling or too unjustified, and no
grammar and syntax too offensive for a paper to end up in print.”
Next Congress: 2021

Rennie D. JAMA.1986;256(17):2391–2392.

Open Peer Review

DELETE?

• Open pre‐review manuscripts: Manuscripts are
made immediately available in advance of the
formal peer‐review process

Ross‐Hellauer T. F1000Research 2017, 6:588
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